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Swimming pool owners worldwide should rejoice as this unique 128-page catalog presents the

newest, boldest and most beautiful pool house designs from leading registered architects. The

catalog features 58 full-page renderings of pool house and garden house exteriors, along with

corresponding floor plans for each to show space utilization and amenities provided. Also featured

are five charming summerhouses from England. This section is beautifully photographed and offers

an opportunity to obtain the perfect adornment for an English-style garden. The collection covers a

broad range of styles and sizes so that a pool house or a garden house design can be selected to

meet the requirements of almost any type of property and budget. An especially important aspect of

the catalog is that the company offers a complete set of architectural plans for each pool house and

garden house illustrated. The detailed building plans, which may be ordered by phone or by use of

an order form provided in the back of the catalog, include architectural plans and elevations, so that

each pool house and garden house can be built exactly the way it appears. While eight of the

designs in the catalog are specifically designated garden houses, many of the pool house designs

can be easily converted to garden houses, thereby increasing the variety of choices.
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I cannot imagine that there is any finer collection of pool and garden house designs to be found

anywhere. --Ed Kahn, Editor, Pool & Spa Living magazine



We are getting wonderful feedback from many families who have used our pool house design

catalog. Without exception, people tell us that the diversity of architectural designs and floor plans

presented enabled them to select "just the right pool house" to complement the style of their homes

and meet the amenity and storage requirements of their pools. We recently polled all those who

took the second step and ordered a sets of detailed building plans from us for the pool houses that

they had selected in the catalog. These folks report that they built from the plans quite successfully,

made modifications easily and saved money on architects' fees. One lady recently told us, "The

illustrations and floor plans were quite helpful in my visualizing what kind of pool house I wanted to

build-your catalog and building plans are great." Another family, who built our Hacienda model, said,

"Our pool house is the talk of the town, we even added a cellar for a wine room as shown in the

magazine article attached". --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

This catalog of plans that you can then order for $100 - $400 each from the company. This is really

just a sales catalog and should be free! The designs are illustrations and do not include photos so

you can make a good judgement of what the plans would look like. Seek ideas elsewhere.

Coventry Pool And Garden House Plans is an impressive compendium of designs for fifty pool

houses, eight garden houses, and five English summer houses. Each architectural model includes a

large architectural rendering showing exterior treatment, a detailed floor plan, a chart of amenities

and overall sizes, a descriptive text denoting highlights of the design and appointments, and

information for ordering building plans. Developed by professional and accomplished architects,

these models are designed to fit every property and budget, allowing homeowners to indulge their

leisure-living aspirations. With its browser friendly text and easy-to-use order forms, Coventry Pool

And Garden House Plans is a very highly recommended and exemplary resource for homeowners,

architects, and landscape designers.

This book had it all. A complete array of pool house or cabana designs including several garden

house plans. I believe the catalog has more than fifty different plans that can be adapted to almost

any property. Included were plans with extra storage for all the pool supplies that every pool owner

surely has, plus many designs included changing rooms, bathrooms, even kitchenettes. To my

knollege this is the only book on the market with more than a few building types that resemble pool

houses. I thought I'd have to go to an architect, then I discovered the coventry book at .com. Very

valueable tool for anyone thinking of a pool.



The book is nice but didn't have what we needed. We are looking for a plan for a corner pool house

big enough to accomodate a billiard table and there is nothing like that in the book. Also, the

exteriors are mostly too contemporary, nothing that would blend with our brick Georgian home. In a

word, DISSAPOINTED. Had I seen the book at a bookstore, I would not have bought it.

I will be returning this book. As a licensed professional landscape architect, I find the proportions

and design qualities lacking in most of the proposed designs. The designs depict what I would

expect to buy from a mass merchandising home center, not such a highly acclaimed book. I was

very disappointed. Content aside, the book was nice. I believe actual photographs might have

helped tremendously.

I was looking for design ideas/plans. This one has nice ideas but it is a book in which you can then

proceed to order plans. Not what I was looking for. I was looking for ideas, measurements, planning

etc..that sort of thing. If that is what you are looking for this book would not be the right fit for you.

I was looking for design ideas/plans. This one has nice ideas but it is a book in which you can then

proceed to order plans. Not what I was looking for. I was looking for ideas, measurements, planning

etc..that sort of thing. If that is what you are looking for this book would not be the right fit for you.

This book was a total rip off! The title does not lend way to the contents. It had nothing I was looking

for. It was poorly bound and it fell apart at the spine the 2nd day I had it!!! Huge Waste Of Money!!!
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